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for music people
The first NFT-3D Digital Rewards application specifically designed 

to reward artist fans, based on play-to-earn. The app includes an 

Instagram Reels/TikTok-like feature for fans to interact and 

engage with their favorite artists' music. The app also integrates 

with industry leaders, such as Apple Music, Spotify, and Audius, 

as branded content providers. 



Shokworks refactored the platform’s system and enabled new 

features, such as 3D AR filters as digital rewards and an artist 

dashboard, which displays  fans engagement metrics.



Now everyone

can mine bitcoin
Compass Mining is a Bitcoin-first company on a mission 

to support the decentralized growth of hash rate and 

strengthen network security by helping more people 

learn, explore and mine Bitcoin. 



Shokworks redesigned the platform and implemented 

new key features such as the Compass Wallet, a clients 

onboarding to use it, a refactored billing system and a 

payment gateway integration, as well as improving the 

feature for buying miners and the miner's dashboard.



invest in tokenized

real estate

Reental facilitates investment in the European and North 

American real estate sector to give people access to invest in 

real estate opportunities, which offers an efficient asset class 

with a risk adjusted return ratio.



Shokworks helped Reental improve their platform by providing 

design adjustments, visual augmentations, and experience 

enhancements for users. The goal is to help Reental maintain a 

platform that is easy to use and understand, even for those who 

may not be experts in technology or real estate. 



AI Explainability

Platform
Shokworks provides dynamic teams on demand to 

Shimoku, allowing them to offer highly customizable Data 

and Artificial Intelligence Products with explainability for 

business users.



Shokworks’ services save Shimoku's clients months of time 

and reduce their Data & IT workload. This allows them to 

efficiently build and implement their Data and AI products.



Say hi to privacy
Internxt specializes in designing and developing leading-edge 

applications that prioritize user privacy with the most secure 

cloud storage for files and photos. With over one million 

satisfied users, the company has established a reputation for 

excellence to create powerful tools for a safer and more 

private internet that respects their users. 



The strategic alliance formed between Internxt and Shokworks 

serves to enhance the technological capabilities of both 

companies and positions them at the forefront of the market.



3D NFT COLLECTION
Shokworks aims to bridge the physical and digital 

worlds using cutting-edge technology by designing 

Utopia, a revolutionary project that includes a 3D 

NFTs unique collection. 



With a dynamic website, Utopia showcases its vision 

and mission, the talented artists supporting it, and a 

Community Treasury for users to contribute and 

expand the brand. 



Build a high

performance team

Fresh People is dedicated to helping businesses reach 

new heights of success. Through their innovative 

approach, they assist managers in understanding the 

core of their company, allowing them to manage 

human talent with unparalleled effectiveness. 



Shokworks specialized teams assisted Fresh People 

with cutting-edge automation, artificial intelligence and 

optimization techniques to streamline manual “talent 

management” processes.



We hold the power
Troop is a community app that empowers everyday investors to 

make a real impact on the companies they own. As a consumer-

facing retail investment platform, Troop facilitates resources, 

shareholder rights, and action among a diverse network of activist 

investors to build, propose, promote, and activate shareholder 

resolutions through targeted campaigns. 



Shokworks' expertise in mobile development and specialized 

resources was used to create a seamless and user-friendly app 

experience, for Troop users to propel their activist journey.  



The next evolution

of mobile gaming


eGoGames is the leading eSports platform in Europe. eGoGames aims 

to accelerate eSports growth by making them accessible to everyone 

around the world through mobile games.



Shokworks was able to launch eGoGames’ first NFT drop, infusing a 

new level of excitement and collectability to the gaming experience.


Additionally, Shokworks' gamification expertise helped eGoGames 

create a truly engaging and immersive experience for players.



Artificial Intelligence 

for Public Safety and 

National Security
By leveraging Blockchain technologies to manage the provenance 

of AI models and training data, Forward Edge-AI is at the forefront 

of a revolution in responsible and inclusive Artificial Intelligence.



Shokworks provides a hybrid development of mobile applications 

for Forward Edge-AI, a service that allows the tracking and 

reporting of fraud or suspicious calls. In these apps, users can also 

flag certain numbers as scams and, based on the score of their 

reports, earn rewards in the form of Cryptocurrency and Gyftcards.



welcome to

tomorrow

EPX is the next gen social and business network. It is a 

set of constantly evolving tools, events, and member-

driven connection points for everything that matters in 

life; an ecosystem for greater achievement, adventure, 

impact, performance and connections.



 Shokworks refactored and optimized the whole 

platform to enable users to subscribe to a social 

network and obtain utility non-fungible tokens (NFTs) as 

part of a cutting-edge social and business ecosystem.



Creators of Interlife

and lightplay

RYPPLZZ is a state-of-the-art platform that caters to sports, 

media and entertainment enthusiasts. 



Shokworks offered an array of services such as augmented reality, 

mapbox integration, a gamification system, analytics insights, 

cybersecurity and properties to enhance the user's experience 

while ensuring safety of data.



Your lifestyle. 
Your reality.


LightPlay is a next generation Geo Messenger app that 

creates a new digital space for individuals to share their 

experiences on a map and to express themselves freely. 



Shokworks designed and developed Lightplay’s mobile app 

from the very beginning to make it the new social media 

platform that merges core technologies with unique 

experiences. Augmented Reality and geo-location are 

applied in a map performance (Mapbox) designed by 

Shokworks to enhance user engagement.



  



Kinesis is a revolutionary platform for cryptocurrency 

exchanges that enables users to easily spend and save physical 

gold and silver, trade digital currencies, and earn rewards on 

each transaction with minimal fees. 



The Shokworks team expertly crafted Kinesis’ Monetary and 

Mint System, it’s web and mobile app, that includes the Kinesis 

Wallet, which seamlessly integrates with Kinesis' real-time 

data, giving users a smooth and unparalleled experience. 

Manage your money

with gold & silver



The next generation

of blockchain solutions
Total Network Services is a leader in developing cutting-edge 

Blockchain solutions, empowering customers to seamlessly integrate 

the technology into their businesses for a sustainable future in 

commerce, and trade. 


Shokworks actively participated in the development of innovative 

products associated with the Blockchain world, including services such 

as: Digital Names, the technology to convert complex wallet public keys 

into a human readable and easy to remember format, Supply Chain 

Security via Tokenization and Blockchain solution to provide Cross-

Network Security at the device level (UCID), NaaS (NFTs as a Services) 

and next generation NFTs Marketplaces such as nftys.io



An immutable,

verifiable record for 
every network device
The Universal Communication Identifier is the world's first 

Blockchain-enabled service for supply chain security, device 

management, software licensing, and equipment tracking.  

Shokworks is utilizing its expertise in Hyperledger Fabric to aid 

in recording, tracking, monitoring, and securing data stored on 

the private blockchain. Shokworks is developing web 

applications to demonstrate the capabilities of UCID technology 

to potential clients and partners.



Cross border payments

made simple

Alfred Pay is a fast, cost-effective way to send money internationally. 

With Alfred, everyone can easily and compliantly transfer USDC to cash, 

with instant settlements and low costs. 



 Shokworks expertly crafted a Fintech app, seamlessly integrating  

payment gateways, while effortlessly connecting with cryptocurrencies 

and wallets, which enable smooth cash withdrawals. Shokworks 

development skills, with Blockchain protocols such as Stellar, were 

instrumental in bringing the app and payment rails to life.



AN EXTENDED REALITY

BUILT FOR OUR TIMES
Immersity is a revolutionary web app that Shokworks 

produced to create realistic and virtual environments and 

simulations for training and education. 



With Immersity, individuals can easily assess and enhance 

their skills, identify knowledge gaps, and fix them in an 

engaging way. The platform enables rapid development and 

deployment of V-learning and V-experiences that can be 

accessed on any device, with or without VR hardware.



Take the guessing

out of fundraising

Deal Box offers innovative solutions for lowering the cost of raising 

capital and take fundraising efforts to the next level, with a data-driven 

approach that helps you nurture and convert investor leads more easily. 



Shokworks puts its experience in software development and creation of 

Blockchain-based solutions for DealBox to enhance, improve, resize and 

expand the company's full range of financial services and products. Our 

collaboration is focused on the development of 5 new marketplaces to 

offer services associated with Digital Securities in the areas of Emerging 

Growth, Real Estate, Social Impact, FinTech and FunTech.




The Global Professional

Community Connecting

Influur is the ultimate platform to connect with the best 

content creators in the world. From well-known 

influencers to hidden gems with highly engaged audiences.
 

Shokworks has meticulously established and implemented 

strict quality assurance protocols within Influur’s 

platform, ensuring it's the one-stop-shop for finding the 

perfect partner for everyone’s next influencer  campaign.



The smart

business card

Omigo is the ultimate networking tool. With Omigo, 

everyone can strengthen their personal brand and make a 

lasting impression when networking at social events or, 

use that ad space to give back. 



Shokworks crafted and tested this smart business card to 

allow people to easily add information about themselves, 

making it simple for others to connect with them and 

remember who they are. 





inspiring the

future of payments
Cryptobucks allows merchants to easily and securely accept 

crypto payments and instantly receive fiat currency, becoming 

the ultimate payment solution for progressive businesses, 

and allowing users to manage their economic activity.
 

Shokworks built the platform from it infancy, developing it’s 

Interface for Customer Management, the payment gateway 

and Crypto-based lending features. The final CryptoBucks’ 

mobile app, can sell products or services online, on-the-go, 

and/or social media.  





the standard

in proptech
MetroSpaces is revolutionizing the real estate industry 

by merging state-of-the-art technology with world-

class real estate development. It disrupts the industry 

with real estate tokenization and co-living options for 

digital nomads with cutting-edge IT solutions. 
 

Shokworks partnered with MetroSpaces utilizing AI, 

Blockchain and other leading edge technologies, to 

facilitate enhanced end-to-end management and 

administration; increasing transparency, and 

heightening securities property transactions.



Call your friends and

chill in magical spaces
Famera transports users to a whole new world of virtual hangouts 

and livestream events with its breathtaking 3D spaces that offer 

an out-of-body experience with friends.   

Shokworks developed and fine-tuned the platform, for virtual 

gatherings, with new features like conferences added to enhance 

the Famera experience.



The World's fastest

Poker game

High Speed Hands is a sleek and engaging poker-

based skill game with a fast paced gameplay designed 

to be highly engaging. 



Shokworks in house gaming division, created a top 

mobile app, built by casino experts from around the 

world, which can be found on the Skillz platform.



full service

e-Sports company

Unanimous Games revolutionized the gaming world by giving a 

powerful voice to casual and extreme gaming enthusiasts. The 

platform offers an elevated gaming experience on the front end, while 

also providing gamers with the opportunity to delve into the business 

of e-sports on the backend. 



Shokworks refactored the platform from scratch with the help of its 

dedicated and skilled team, with the goal of creating an inclusive and 

empowering ecosystem for all gamers. The new platform aims to 

provide a high-performance experience for all its users.



home health care

specialists

24/7 Nursing Care is the ultimate solution for high-quality 

nursing and companion referral services. This app 

streamlines the process of finding dependable home 

nursing care for you and your loved ones. 



Shokworks developed the app from the very start and 

automated all manual processes. The team of skilled 

staffing coordinators are dedicated to provide 

compassionate care and will strive to deliver it every time. 



Follow your favorite

teams and players
The Fox Sports Tournament was a friendly soccer tournament 

organized by the sports channel Fox Sports in Colombia.  

Shokworks produced the ultimate sports fan's app, built 

specifically for the modern sports enthusiast and designed to be 

the best way to follow favorite teams, watch live TV, get real-time 

scores, read top stories, view sports odds, receive customized 

alerts, and much more. The app was available on both web and 

mobile, and its sleek and intuitive design made it easy to use and 

never miss a beat for the Fox Sports Tournament of 2019. 



SPORTS TO EDUCATE

IN VALUES
The Real Madrid Foundation is a non-profit humanitarian, social 

and educational entity that works in favor of the cultural and 

social development of the most disadvantaged through sport.
 

With Shokworks' innovative web app, Real Madrid was able to 

effectively communicate their charitable initiatives, engage fans 

and supporters, and make a positive impact in their 

community. The platform allowed the soccer club to connect 

with their fans and create a meaningful impact.



official app

of the idol

Barcelona Sporting Club is Ecuador’s N° 1 soccer club, originally 

from the city of Guayaquil. The BSC community is known as 

South America’s most vibrant fan base.  

Shokworks developed an app that keeps fans of Barcelona 

Sporting Club informed and connected with the latest news, 

scores, player updates and more. The app also allows them to 

view player statistics and information on how to become a BSC 

member, providing an all-in-one platform for fans to stay 

updated on the club's happenings.



official academy

of FC Barcelona
The Barça Academy, is a sports school aimed at boys and girls 

from 6 to 18 years of age in which the game model established 

in the FC Barcelona youth teams is followed and replicated.



Shokworks created an app for the Barça Academy, which is an 

essential tool for students to reach their full potential. It 

allows users to utilize the same training techniques employed 

by FC Barcelona's professional players and allows to track the 

progress, access to coaching resources and connection with 

other students, all while adhering to the Barça methodology.



official app of

the Colombian team

Colombia's national men's soccer team represented 

Colombia worldwide in CONMEBOL (South American 

Football Confederation) and is ranked as a top tier team 

in the FIFA World Rankings. 



Shokworks developed the app to encourage and support 

the Colombian national team through the "Tricolor Wall". 

The platform allows fans to interact with the team by 

casting votes in the "You Choose" section and choosing 

the starters for the Tricolor in "Your Ideal Eleven". 



official app of

dimayor colombia
The Major Division of Colombian Soccer (DIMAYOR) is the entity in charge of 

organizing, managing, and regulating the Colombian Professional Soccer 

championships.  

The Official DIMAYOR App, developed by Shokworks, brings the excitement of 

Colombian professional soccer to your fingertips. It allows users to follow live 

match updates, stay informed on the latest news and statistics, and receive 

notifications of the favorite teams and players.



IT'S NOT FOOTBALL

IT'S lA LIGA
La Liga is the top professional football division of the Spanish 

Football League System. 



Shokworks designed the web app for La Liga, allowing fans to 

stay updated on the latest scores, stats, news and events of 

their favorite teams and players in La Liga. The app provides 

an easy way to access information and stay connected, 

making it the perfect tool for fans to keep track of the action 

and never miss a game.



Exclusive app for the

MILLONARIOS FC

Millonarios Fútbol Club S.A., is a successful and iconic football club 

based in Bogotá, Colombia. It is considered one of the most 

important sports entities in both, Colombia and South America.



The all-in-one web and mobile app crafted by Shokworks, offers live 

access to game day and behind-the-scenes moments, as well as 

detailed player statistics and an exclusive digital card for official 

ambassador fans. Subscriptions also include access to VIP tickets 

and a premium store with exclusive merchandise.



INTERNATIONAL YOUNG

FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
The MICFootball is an international youth football tournament held in 

Costa Brava, featuring top academies from around the world. Boys and 

girls from 5 continents compete annually during Easter.



Shokworks developed an application that sets a new standard for 

youth soccer tournaments in the United States, drawing on over 20 

years of MIC Football tournament history. This app is sure to take 

tournament experiences to the next level.



Stabler foundation 

for raiders
The Las Vegas Raiders are a professional American football team 

based in Las Vegas, Nevada, competing in the NFL's AFC West 

division. The team has a long history of successful seasons, 

legendary players, and a dedicated fanbase.



Shokworks created a revolutionary gamification platform featured by 

ESPN for the Raiders, in partnership with the Stabler Foundation. 

Through the "play-to-earn" engine, it allows die-hard fans to 

immerse themselves in the team's culture and place wagers, while 

donating to charitable foundations.



Bruce arians foundation 
for the tampa bay 

buccaneers
The Tampa Bay Buccaneers is a professional American football team 

competing in the NFL's NFC South division. The team has a strong 

tradition of excellence on the field and dedicated fanbase.



Shokworks created a revolutionary gamification platform featured 

by ESPN for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers, in partnership with the 

Bruce Arians Foundation. Through the "play-to-earn" engine, it 

allows die-hard fans to immerse themselves in the team's culture 

and place wagers, while donating to charitable foundations.



Santonio Holmes

foundation

for the Steelers 
The Pittsburgh Steelers are a professional American football team based 

in Pittsburgh that competes in the National Football League as a 

member of the American Football Conference North division.  

Shokworks created a revolutionary gamification platform featured by 

ESPN for the Steelers in partnership with the Santonio Holmes 

Foundation. Through the "play-to-earn" engine, it allows die-hard fans 

to immerse themselves in the team's culture and place wagers, while 

donating to charitable foundations.



Official academy of psg

The Paris Saint-Germain Academy offers a unique opportunity for 

soccer and handball enthusiasts to share in the values and 

success of one of the world's premier clubs. 



The Academy, in partnership with Shokworks, developed a 

platform that provides access to the latest news, scores, stats, 

and events, making it easy for fans to follow the team and stay 

connected to the action.



Official site of 

TANDHEM
Tandhem is a global talent agency that specializes in athlete 

management and sports marketing for both: youth talent and 

professional players.



Shokworks created Tandhem's platform to empower athletes by 

providing them with tools for contract negotiation, brand 

management, and other essential services. Tandhem’s mission is to 

help athletes achieve their goals and reach their full potential.




